Make a Cup Cozy Continued...
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Ages 7 to 97
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Make sure you have one loop of yarn on each peg. Cut
the working yarn 30"(76.2cm) from the loom. Thread the
working yarn on the needle.
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Includes everything you need

Sew through each loop on the pegs. Do not pull the
sewing yarn tight. You want to keep it in a rectangular shape.
Remove the piece from the loom. You are ready to sew the
sides together to make a cozy.
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Knitting on a loom is fun and easy to do. With this kit you can
create a pom pom hat and cup cozy. Use the pom poms
and felt heart to accent your accessories.
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SEW THE SIDES TOGETHER
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*These high quality tools can be used over and over again.
When your projects are done, head to your favorite craft store
for more yarn, patterns, books and ideas.
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Follow the directions and pictures carefully. If you need a little
help along the way, ask an adult or older friend to craft with you.

Fold the cozy in half. Start by sewing the top two loops
together. Continue to sew the loops together as you work
your way down the cozy.
When done, tie working yarn in a double knot to the cozy
and sew it back down the seam to hide the tail. You can flip
your cozy inside out to see which side you like best.
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* There are many knitting loom videos available online.
Ask for adult permission before using the internet.

ADD FELT HEART
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Thread a 20"(50.8cm) piece of yarn on your needle. Add
your felt heart to the hat or the center of your cozy using the
pre-punched holes. Leave a few inches of yarn hanging
inside the cozy as you sew around the heart. Double knot the
end of your yarn to the yarn inside your cozy.
You can now slide your cozy onto your cup or water bottle!

Getting to Know Your Loom & Tools
Here are some basic parts to know before getting started.
Large Round Loom

Care Instructions: Hand wash with mild soap
and cool water. Rinse and lay flat to dry.

Peg Knobs
Base
Peg Shafts
Anchor Peg
Peg Grooves

For help & to view tutorials, head to
Youtube.com/FaberCastellUSA

Needle Threader

Plastic Needle
#1793000 Quick Knit Loom
© Faber-Castell USA, Inc.
Cleveland, Ohio 44125
www.fabercastell.com
Designed in USA
Made in China
Safe for Children

!

WARNING:

FUNCTIONAL SHARP POINT

Knitting Hook

Make a Pom Pom Hat

Finishing Your Hat Continued...
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Tie your yarn on the anchor peg,
leaving a short tail.
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Wrap the yarn around the
pegs as shown.
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WRAP

2
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Pull the yarn you just sewed until your knitted piece is
completely closed.

PRO-TIP

Always wrap your
yarn around the
back of the peg or
your loops will get
too tight.
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Wrap around the entire loom 2 times.
There will be two loops on each peg.
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Secure your working yarn around the anchor peg
several times.

Use the needle to sew the hole shut. Tie a tight knot to
close. Trim the excess yarn. Congratulations! You just
made a hat! Turn the hat rightside out and follow the
next steps to add pom poms.

Adding the Pom Poms

Decide if you want one or two pom poms and follow the steps below.

ADDING 2 POM POMS
1

5

5
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Starting with the last wrapped peg, slide your knitting
hook along the groove. Hook the bottom loop, then pull it
over the top loop and peg as shown. Release the yarn from
your hook.

Lay your hat flat. Decide where you’d like your pom poms.

2 Measure 15"(38.1cm) of yarn. Thread it through your needle
and even out the ends so the needle is in the middle. Sew
through the inside of the hat where you want your first pom pom.

HOOK
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Remove your piece from the loom. Turn it inside out.

3

3

Thread the needle through the two loops on the pom pom
and back into the hat. Cut the needle from the yarn and double
knot the 4 loose ends of yarn together inside the hat. Make sure
your pom pom is secure. Repeat process for the other pom pom.

Continue to hook loops around the entire loom until each
peg has one loop left. You’ve just cast on to your loom!
Push the yarn down onto the pegs.
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Follow steps above, repeating this wrap & hook process.
After knitting a few rows, remove the knot on the anchor
peg and tie it to a nearby yarn loop on your project.

ADDING ONE POM POM
1

To create a single pom pom hat, sew the 15"(38.1cm) piece
of yarn up through the center of the hat and follow step 3.

When you run out of yarn, tie the end to the other yarn
bundle with a small knot.

FINISHING YOUR HAT
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1

Stop knitting when your hat is around 8.5"(21.59cm)
long. There should be one row of loops left on the pegs.
Measure 45"(114.3cm) extra inches of yarn and cut.
(Save the remaining yarn for your drink cozy).
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Use the needle threader to thread the yarn through the
large plastic needle.

Make a Cup Cozy

WRAP

1 Knot your yarn
on the anchor peg,
leaving a short tail.
Peg 9
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2 Wrap the yarn around the pegs as
shown in Step 1 (previous page). Stop
when you get to peg 9. Wrap 9th peg
again and start wrapping back towards
peg 1. Secure yarn on anchor peg.
2

Sew the yarn through the first loop as shown, pulling all
the way through. Continue onto the second loop and so on
until you have gone all the way around the loom.
Sew through the first loop one more time.

1 anchor peg
15 inches / 38.1 cm

HOOK

Starting with the last wrapped peg, slide your knitting hook
along the groove. Hook the bottom loop, then pull it over
the top loop and peg as shown in Step 5 (previous page).
Release the yarn from your hook.

REPEAT

Continue back and forth wrapping and hooking. After
knitting a few rows, remove the knot on the anchor and tie
it to a nearby yarn loop on your cozy. Stop knitting when
your cozy is 8"(20.3cm) long.

